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Airball
http://vetusware.com/download/Airball/?id=11996
The object of the game is that a wizard turned you into a ball of air with a SLOW leak. You have to
find the Spellbook and the ingendents for the spell to turn you back into a human again.  Use
arrow keys to move.  Ctrl to jump and space bar to pick things up.  If you want to use the
Innovation Sound board use and extension when loading of "airball /inv". For Creative music card
/cms. The IBM sounds are default. It also supports VGA and it's very nice.

Civilization II (
http://vetusware.com/download/Civilization%20II%20_/?id=12009
CD Rip

commandos
http://vetusware.com/download/commandos/?id=12015
Description from MyAbandonware   A poor conversion of Data East arcade game of the same
name. There are many things wrong with Commando that make the game much inferior to the
arcade original. For starter, the control is very limited: you can only shoot in 4 major cardinal
directions, meaning that you need to run around in circles and time your shots to shoot diagonally.
  Levels are repetitive to the extreme, and all you do is run around and try to fend off an entire
army by shooting and throwing grenades, which were just flashing white squares that are difficult
to see. About the only thing Quicksilver did right with this game is that it is a lot of fun to find
secret entrances to new area. But then again, THAT is in the original arcade game.   Overall, a
sub-par conversion that could have been much, much better. The poor CGA graphics doesn't
help, either (and there are already many other games during that period that utilized CGA more
effectively, e.g. Tau Ceti and Alley Cat).

Mario
http://vetusware.com/download/Mario/?id=12004
Works on i286

Pacman
http://vetusware.com/download/Pacman/?id=12008
For i86!

Some old utilities (RU)
http://vetusware.com/download/Some%20old%20utilities%20RU/?id=12007

Stellar 7
http://vetusware.com/download/Stellar%207/?id=11997
Gir Draxon, Supreme Overlord of the evil Arcturan Empire, is preparing to launch an attack on
Earth.  As Commander of Terran Forces assigned to protect the planet, your mission is to reach
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the Arcturan star system and destroy Draxon before he can assemble his forces and capture
Earth.   To help combat the powerful Arcturan Armada, Terran High Command has placed you at
the controls of the Raven, Earth's most sophisticated fighting machine.  From the command seat
of the Raven, you must face Arcturan forces in seven different star systems.  If you sucessfully
destroy enough of the enemy forces in one star system, a Guardian will appear.  If the Guardian is
battled and defeated a Warp Link will appear.  Drive into the Warp Link to transport yourself into
the next star system.  Upon reaching the seventh system, Arcturus, you must locate and destroy
Gir Draxon's flagship.  Should you succeed, Earth will be saved.  Failure will leave your home
planet defenseless against Draxon's assault and guarantee Earth's destruction!

The Incredible Machine
http://vetusware.com/download/The%20Incredible%20Machine/?id=12003
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